INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES:
With increasing experience in robot assisted cystectomy (RAC), it remains unclear whether it should be adopted as the preferential technique in patients with prior pelvic irradiation (PPI), compared to open cystectomy (OC). We report the feasibility and peri-operative outcomes of patients undergoing postpelvic irradiation robot-assisted cystectomy (P-PIRAC) compared to OC.
METHODS: We conducted a prospective single-centre review of 529 patients treated with cystectomy at our institution from January 2009 to June 2018. 316 patients underwent RAC, of which 25 (7.9%) received PPI. 195 patients underwent OC, of which 16 (8.2%) were performed in patients who received PPI.
RESULTS: Demographics between groups were similar, including age, gender, race, body mass index, ASA score, previous chemotherapy and proportion of salvage surgery for bladder cancer ( Table 2) .
CONCLUSIONS: P-PIRAC should be standard of care in high volume RAC units. It confers a lower blood loss and transfusion rates. It also provides durable short and medium-term outcomes and is a safe option with complication rates superior to OC in patients with PPI.
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MP20-09 ROBOTIC 3D ULTRASOUND-GUIDED TARGETING FOR PERCUTANEOUS RENAL ACCESS
Tareq Aro*, Sunghwan Lim, Doru Petrisor, Dan Stoianovici, Baltimore, MD INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES: Percutaneous NephroLithotomy (PCNL) access to the kidney is performed, to date, mostly under X-Ray fluoroscopy. Providing only a 2D image, sometimes includes multiple puncture trials and exposes the patient and staff to ionizing radiation. The same access can be achieved under ultrasound (US) guidance, without radiation exposure and with similar success rate in expert hands. This requires substantial training, skill, and involves a harder learning curve.
We developed a simple, easy to operate, US-guided robotic system for acquiring percutaneous renal access. This has the potential to eliminate the trial and error attempts for gaining accurate access, reduce variability among urologists and the required level of skill.
METHODS: Our laboratory has developed a robotic ultrasound probe manipulator equipped with a needle guide. Preclinical experiments show accuracy in needle targeting. An US compatible gelatin based mockup with a water filled renal collecting system was made in our lab. Our software uses the robotic controlled US scan in an automated 3DSlicerÒ volume rendering algorithm to produce an operator friendly 3D reconstruction of the collecting system. The needle trajectory for any selected point in the reconstruct is presented before action is taken (Figure) .
Three trials on different calyces were performed to examine the control on both target and trajectory of the needle, as needed in PCNL. A first scan of the mockup shows the 3D reconstruct, a desired calyx is chosen, re-positioning of the robot is performed before a second scan and targeting.
RESULTS: Two different people easily operated the system and software after a brief preview and one use.
Two of the calyces were successfully reached from a desired starting point with the needle using the robotic guidance after the second scan. One calyx required another repositioning and scanning in order to achieve a preferable trajectory before needle insertion.
CONCLUSIONS: Using our robotic system may prove to have several clinical advantages; the reconstruct provided with a single scan can help urologists understand the 3D anatomy and orientation of a e286 THE JOURNAL OF UROLOGY Ò Vol. 201, No. 4S, Supplement, Friday, May 3, 2019 Copyright © 2019 American Urological Association Education and Research, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
